“The most advanced, most absorbent
and most reliable name
in water absorbent products”

ABSORBEEZ
ABSORBENT BAGS

Manufacturedin the UK

Nothing absorbs like Absorbeez
www.absorbeez.com.au
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For quality and performance, there is
no other product that works quite like
Absorbeez.

to plumbers -

Absorbeez bags not only
absorb the leaking water, they
can also be used to kneel on

No other product has the adaptability and wide ranges of
use as Absorbeez. The many sizes available mean that
they can be used in a variety of situations whilst their
outstanding strength ensures that they can stand up to
the rigours of being thrown around in disaster situations
and even driven over.

that
many plumbers will appreciate.

They will
snugly over doorways and can even be
moulded around some awkward corners. There is a
standard size bag for all of these applications plus tailor
made bags to suit the size that you want.
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In sheet form, Absorbeez is purpose made to assist in
the drying out of water and ood damaged carpets. Used
properly, Absorbeez will help to dry out carpets in just a
few hours. They can also be used to catch dripping water
and help to prevent further damage. The bags may also
be ordered with one side impermeable so that they really
make an e ective drip tray.
No other product has the strength,
performance levels of Absorbeez.

and

Said Bianca from Sydney during the
March 2012 storms.

NEW ABSORBEEZ FREEZER BOOMS

areas thus helping to keep them dry and safe
for customers.

Another unique new product recently
developed for use in supermarkets and food
retailers where commercial freezers/chillers
are used. These are Absorbeez bags in
long sections of 1m or 2m long x 5cm
wide designed to absorb drips from
condensation forming on commercial
freezers and protect internal customer

For Further Information
Email: sales@absorbeez.com.au
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